
Points from MTUA members that were raised at a meeting with Merseytravel on
14 Oct 2013 -and their answers (most received in March 2014, some in April, last
in May)    (The MTUA did not necessarily endorse the points raised)

Points to do with toll collection

1. Tolls should be payable one way only as happens at the Severn and Tamar
Crossings and used to happen at Forth and Tay Crossings before the tolls were removed.

Answer -

As you are aware, Mersey Tunnels have recently commissioned a tolls feasibility study
aimed at reviewing all available toll collection system options. One of these options is
indeed one way tolling, so this is within scope of that tolls feasibility study. It is
expected to be reported to and considered by the Integrated Transport Authority over
the next few months.

2. Have automatic raising of the barrier by the attendants at the change booths rather
than by having to throw the change into the baskets.

Answer -

Our current procedures require all payments to be made into the automated coin
machine baskets. This helps in the speedy reconciliation and a very detailed audit trail.
It is not our intention to change this arrangement within the current toll collection
system.

3. Siting of the manned booths together on the left hand side increases the amount of
lane changing and is particularly difficult in Birkenhead Tunnel for traffic coming in
from the Cammell Laird side as they have to drive across many lanes of traffic to reach
them.

Answer -

The staffed lanes are not only used for change, but are also wider lanes that allow use
by class 2, 3 and 4 vehicles. It is not possible therefore to redeploy the staffed lanes into
the centre of the plaza without significant re-design of the toll plaza. This is within the
scope of the tolls feasibility study that we refer to above.

4. Have all toll booths open at peak times - currently up to three booths can be closed.

Answer -

A recent review of staffing levels and operational arrangements has taken place, with
planned changes due to take place with effect from 24th March 2014. This will see more
booths available at peak times. We will not commit to a specific number as we have
asked onsite supervisors to make judgements on the deployment of staff based on traffic
conditions – which can vary day by day.



5. The toll baskets should be further away from the manned booths, as in most cases
the following vehicle can not reach the booth to get change until the previous vehicle
has cleared the barrier.

Answer -

We absolutely agree, but this cannot be facilitated within the current toll collection
system. This again is within the scope of the tolls feasibility study, with an aim to allow
each lane to handle two transactions at a time.

6. Issue receipts for journeys paid for by cash when requested.

Answer -

Again, this will form part of any newly commissioned toll collection system. We
understand this has been trialled in the past, leading to considerable delays through the
booths and litter on the plaza, but we are of the view that this could be a print on
demand function rather than a default print as it was trialled.

7. Allow use of credit/debit cards.

Answer -

The use of debit/ credit cards is a complex one, linked to the level of the toll charged
and available technology. Merseytravel are currently exploring the benefits of
contactless card technology, which we feel will mitigate any previous concerns with
debit or credit card payments.

8. Position an operative in the booths to deal more quickly with problems, rather than
waiting for someone to walk from the office at the side.

Answer -

The recent staff review detailed in point 4 above includes the placing of a Tolls
Customer Service Officer on the plaza at all times to help deal with a motorist in lane
more efficiently.

9. The entry toll booths should be sited further away from the portal at Birkenhead to
avoid the chaos between booths and portal

Answer -

This is a substantial change and has been included in the scope of the tolls feasibility
study report detailed above.



10. The opening for “unaccepted monies” should be higher to make it easier for drivers
to pick up the rejected coins.

Answer -

If this was as simple as it sounds then we would have commissioned this some time ago.
This would require the renewal of over 40 automated coin machines at considerable
expense, but is something that will be progressed when any new toll collection system is
introduced. In the interim period, staff have been asked to progress alternative signage
and the potential of an audible and visual alarm to alert customers to rejected coins.

Both Tunnels - other points

11. Daytime lane / tube closures have a knock on effect even after the closure is
removed in advance of the peak period. These closures seem to be not as frequent as
they were, but there should be none.

Answer -

Daytime closures used to historically occur in the Kingsway Tunnel only on a weekly
basis for maintenance purposes. These closures have stopped as you indicate and now
only occur due to emergency incidents.

12. Stop using “Police” to moving traffic cones and instead have changes of lane
indicated by light signals or moveable barriers.

Answer -

Again, this is something that we are reviewing, but there are very specific regulations to
adhere to in respect of traffic management and in most cases this must be deployed via
human intervention. The use of the Tunnels Police avoids Merseytravel having to
employ external contractors to manage traffic management arrangements such as
signage and cones.

13. Too many permanent notices at the Tunnels entrances for drivers to be able to read.

Answer -

Thank you for your feedback. Unfortunately, as we have very defined locations at which
Tunnels Regulations start and end, the need to sign a range of detail in a specific
location is almost unavoidable. We have recently reviewed our signage with a view to
improving such for our customers, but must balance this out with the need to sign
details should we be required to enforce our regulations. We will continue to review this
moving forward.



14. Temporary warning of delays / lane closures / future closures -

a) Printed notices situated at floor level at the booths have too much info to read.

b) In any case it would be better if there were electronic signs above portal entrances to
warn of these.

Answer -

Communicating planned closures is something that we are continually reviewing to
ensure our customers are aware. We don’t see this as an either or, but should be
looking to communicate the message as much as possible, including perhaps more use
of social media, emails, website updates, roadside signage and variable message signs.

15. Stop painting of black & white stripes on left hand side of left lane.  These soon get
black and the new cats' s eyes should be sufficient.

Answer -

This sounds a useful idea and we will share this with our Asset Management colleagues.

Birkenhead Tunnel

16. Make alterations to allow traffic from Victoria Street to avoid roundabout by using
part of the staff car park as an entry lane to the Tunnel.

Answer -

The car park you refer to is actually a designated emergency service muster area in the
event of an incident inside the tunnel. Traffic entering Queensway via Victoria Street
does indeed have two filter lanes directing it into the Tunnel. Unfortunately, whether it
is as it is currently designed, or is brought through the car park, it would still need to
give way to traffic existing the roundabout into the Tunnel. We do recognise the impact
this roundabout has on the users of Queensway, but Liverpool City Council must
balance this demand with that of other traffic travelling around Liverpool City Centre.
17. Allow traffic to change lanes beyond dock branch exit for traffic in offside lane;  as
this lane is often left empty beyond the dock turn off.

Answer -

We remain of the view that preventing traffic from changing lane at all times when
inside the Tunnel remains a safer approach.

18. Make changes to road and roundabout layout at Liverpool end of Birkenhead
Tunnel to improve egress.
Answer -

We would be happy to discuss your ideas here as any such changes are within the scope
of our tolls feasibility study referred to above.



19. Lighting -

a) Low level lighting was installed on the flyovers to and from the Birkenhead tunnel
some time ago. As there are high level lamp standards providing adequate lighting, why
was this done?

And having been done, why has it not been commissioned?

b) Why are some of the high level lighting masts at the Birkenhead tunnel portal
inoperative (and have been for many months)?

And  why do some of the operative ones only have one or two lamps working out of
five?

c) The inadequate lighting is particularly dangerous at that point of the Borough Road
flyover where the incoming and outgoing lanes meet.   (Perhaps this issue is being dealt
with as new lamp standards are now being erected on the plaza.)

Answer (received April 2014) -

Merseytravel has recently progressed a project to replace the old high mast lighting
illumination at the plaza area of Queensway Tunnel with new energy efficient LED
lighting mounted on standard columns. In addition on the Borough Road flyover we
have replaced lighting from the old high mast columns  with new LED lighting mounted
at low level. The old columns had to be removed due to their age as they were over their
design life of 25 years. The new LED lighting is much more energy efficient, has a much
longer life and provides a better quality of illumination.

These works are now complete and all our new lights are operational. The adjacent
flyover linking the A41 direct Borough Road is the responsibility of Wirral MBC with
regards to maintenance and illumination.

20. Why, when the lanes going into Liverpool are closed at night time for maintenance
work, is the exit to the Borough Road flyover closed?
Also, why is there no provision of any signage to help any motorists find their way to
Borough Road who are not familiar with the area

Answer (received April 2014) -

Queensway Tunnel is closed on a three week cycle for maintenance purposes and where
possible, these scheduled closures are also used for completion of any major works in
order to minimise disruption to our Customers. During scheduled closures, Queensway
tunnel is closed in both directions and therefore the exit to Borough Road Flyover is
also closed.

Borough Road is only one of many roads in the area and it is not considered necessary
to provide directional signs. Signage is available to direct traffic to all major routes.



21. Why are there so many overnight closures for “planned maintenance”?

Answer -

As we are sure you are aware, the two Tunnels are now nearly 80 and 40 years old, and
handle over 500,000 vehicles each week. To maintain their reliability, we are required
to carry out essential maintenance and development work on a planned basis. In order
to minimise inconvenience for our customers, we look to carry out the majority of this
work overnight – when our traffic volumes are at their lowest and therefore we
inconvenience as few of our customers as possible. We have targets that we maintain
which looks to ensure we only close either of the two tunnels for less than 10% of
available time, and also to ensure that the two tunnels are never closed at the same time
and we maintain a cross river road link 24 hours a day, 365 days per year.

Wallasey Tunnel

22. The approach to the Wallasey Tunnel coming from town on Scotland Road just past
the Leeds Street / Byrom Street junction is poor. This seems to be partly due to the
siting of  bus stops just before the turn off. Can either these stops be relocated or
something else to done to improve this approach, possibly by using some of the space
which is presently grass or otherwise not used.

Answer -

This is about balancing the need of the motorist with demand for public transport. We
must recognise for many that this stop offers the last opportunity to board a bus before
it enters the Tunnel. There are no immediate plans to relocate this stop as you suggest,
but we can discuss when we next meet up.

Supplementary point to do with toll collection

Vehicles that make more than one return journey a day should only pay for the first
return journey.

Answer (received 20th May 2014) -

The suggestion to cap the toll charges made for users to one return journey per day is
not something that Merseytravel could support. Not only would such an approach be
out of line with the Tunnels Act 2004, it also goes against the whole principle of funding
for the tolls in that the user pays. Therefore, the more that person uses the Tunnel, the
more actually they pay towards the operations and maintenance costs associated with
such. We also believe such an approach would be very difficult to administer. For
example, how would companies who operate a large fleet of vehicles work - would they
pay one return journey per vehicle, and how would we track if that vehicle has used the
Tunnel previously? We would have to consider the introduction of ANPR to manage
vehicle usage, which in turn could further increase the operational costs of the Tunnels.
Whilst this is by no means an exhaustive list, it does help to explain some of the
practical implications of your suggestion.

End


